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Jesus and the keys are one

“I have put the keys to the Kingdom in your hand; their power waits to be activated at

your call and vacuum, and within them is all the power of Heaven.”

***

“If something is My will, the power of the keys can bring it to pass

 
speedily and defeat any obstacles the Enemy would use to hinder it.”

***

I have entrusted the power of Heaven into your hands and have given you the keys to

open every door.

***

“Some of you might picture this “holding on to faith” in different ways, but when I say I

held on tightly to My faith, I didn’t just sit there “holding on” for dear life waiting for

something to happen. Hold on to it I did, but I did it as I was on the go, putting that faith

into action. I held it tight, all right, but I held tight as I was on the run doing the things

that natural man said could not be done. I wasn’t only holding on to My faith, I was

proving My faith, putting it to good use, exercising it, stretching it, acting on it at every

opportunity that presented itself. I always had to do My part.

 
What My Father presented Me with at that time helped Me to put My faith into action.

What He was about to put in My hands gave Me courage to trust and obey where He was

leading. What He was entrusting Me with was the means to get the job done, and this
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boosted My faith into action.

 In that moment He gave Me the keys to both Heaven and Hell–the keys to unleash the

power of Heaven and to leash any power of Hell. He gave Me full access to every power

source of Heaven, the code to unlock every solution, the means to bypass all

impossibilities. He didn’t just give Me keys to designated sectors or portions, but He

gave Me full and unlimited access–all the keys to Heavenly resources.

Now My Father was giving Me full possession. I held at My fingertips the ability to

unlock everything, to have understanding of every situation, to understand when

necessary every thought and intent of every heart, to release all of Heaven’s power and

bind all of Satan’s power, should it be necessary.

“I give you Myself, My Word, and the keys. Life,
power, protection, wisdom, and any part of Me that you desire or need is yours in an
instant, at the very moment you voice your request.”

Keys of the kingdom

The keys are the ultimate weapon and force in the final campaign to preach the Gospel

in all the world for a witness to all nations before the End comes.

All power was given Me in Heaven and in Earth. I had the power within Me all along, just

as you have had, for you were ordained and chosen since the beginning of time. So

actually, in a sense, I already possessed the keys, but what happened in that moment, in

terms you can understand, is that My Father enhanced My gift of faith and turned on My

activation key, enabling Me to access the full power! I was equipped from the beginning,

but now I would be able to access all power. All I had to do was My part–to believe and

to take action. All I had to do was access the key codes, which I possessed. Much like you

do today in accessing information on a computer; you punch in the right code and you’re

able to access all you need to know. It was that simple.” ( The Keys to the Kingdom!

[#3318])

***

“The power of the keys to the Kingdom is the greatest force in the world, in the heavens,

in the universe!”

***

“Never fear to ask for an outright miracle when you call on the keys. The keys of miracles

specialize in circumstances that are beyond the power of man to control.”

https://youtu.be/IFGENtM-urA
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***

“Remember that there are no impossibilities for you. Now that you

have the keys, nothing can stop you! No fiery dart of the Enemy can counter the power

you have in the keys. No problem is too big that the keys cannot solve it. No need is too

great that the keys cannot bring the supply.”

Downloads

Access our library here…Wine Cellar

04
January 2022

3 keys for our destiny

Media Word File

Compilation on the Keys to the Kingdom, based on the writings of David Berg. This is the

power for the Endtime.

Download

04
January 2022

full access to the keys

Media Word File

Compilation on the Keys to the Kingdom, based on the writings of David Berg. This is the

power for the Endtime.
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Download

23
April 2021

keys testimonies

PDF

Compiled key-powered testimonies.

Download

14
October 2021

focus now on the keys

Podcast

MB live…a class on focusing on the power of the Keys for the coming tribulation. There is

definite power in the Keys.

Download
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